Brandywine School District Voluntary Learning Resources
Spanish Immersion Grades K-2

SLA
Listen to a phonics song
from 1,2,3 Andres and
sing along! See if you can
learn all the words!

SLA
Listen to a story in
Spanish on Epic and
write/draw about the
main character.

1, 2, 3 Andres
Phonics

K-2 Written Response
Spanish

SLA
Use a newspaper in
Spanish or print one of
the Spanish Passages
off and use a marker to
circle all the words you
can read in 3 minutes!
Then try again!

SLA
Use the form below to
write and draw in
Spanish about yourself!
Then present to your
family members!
Todo Acerca de Mi

Spanish Passages
SLA
Listen to a movement
song from Baila, Baila
and follow the dance
moves!

SLA
Read and complete one
of the passages and
comprehension
questions below:

Baila Baila
Spanish Passages

Mathematics
Log in to DreamBox
and complete some
lessons in your
learning pathway.
www.dreambox.com or
click here.

SLA
Listen to a video from
El Mono Silabo and
sing along! Then
make a table and
write to classify the
words in the video by
syllable!
El Mono Silabo

Science/Mathematics
Print out the chart below
and use tally marks to
track the weather each
day. Then draw and
write a sentence (use the
sentence frame provided)
each day to show the
day, the date, and the
weather. Present to
your family and practice
telling the weather aloud
each day to your family
members.
El Clima/The Weather
Calendar Songs

SLA

SLA

SLA

Listen and dance along
Play one of the games on
“Oh Noah!” then write down with Basho! Then draw a
each new word you learned picture and write about
what you learned!
and draw a picture on a
post it. Use your labels to
Basho and Friends
label items in your home in
Spanish! Download the
family guide for more fun!

Watch a video about a
family and their bedtime
routine and the ways they
work together as a family.
Then draw a picture about
their routine, how they
work together or about
your family, routine and
rules.

Oh Noah! Games

Encontrando mi
lugar

Oh Noah! Family Guide

